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Electronic structure of the Si-rich 3C-SiC„001…332 surface
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The electronic structure of the Si-rich 3C-SiC~001! surface with a single-domain 332 long-range order has
been studied by angle-resolved photoemission using synchrotron radiation. By identifying the topmost bulk
valence band the Fermi level position at the surface is accurately determined to be located at 2.1 eV above the
valence-band maximum. Four different surface state bands are clearly identified within the bulk band gap at
1.460.1, 2.360.1, 2.960.1, and 3.860.1 eV below the Fermi level, respectively. These states show no
dispersion with photon energy in normal emission and both hydrogen adsorption and Si sublimation make
them disappear. Dispersions and symmetry properties of the surface states were determined in detail. All four
surface state bands have unusually small dispersions throughout the surface Brillouin zone suggesting strong
localization of the electron orbitals within a unit cell and a unique surface bond configuration. The origins of
the surface states observed in this study are ascribed to the dangling bonds of both the Si ad-dimers and the
second layer Si atoms in the 332 surface reconstruction.@S0163-1829~98!04136-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

SiC is one of the most interesting noble device materi
especially for applications in various extreme environme
involving high power, high temperature, and hig
frequency.1–3 Since most of SiC material useful for devic
applications is fabricated by the chemical vapor deposit
~CVD! technique, the microscopic surface structure inform
tion is of crucial importance for the control of the SiC th
film growth.1–3 Along with its technological importance, SiC
has attracted much recent attention in the surface scie
community due to its unique surface properties. SiC, wh
is not a covalent semiconductor in the ideal sense, has
stead Si and C surface atoms in a ‘‘polar’’ environme
Thus it is of fundamental interest to study the reconstructi
and electronic structures of Si and C atoms on such p
surfaces.

Among the numerous polytypes of SiC, most of the c
rent discussion on surface properties has been devote
cubic 3C-SiC(001) ~Ref. 2! and hexagonal 6H~4H!-
SiC~111! ~Ref. 3! surfaces grown heteroepitaxially. It ha
been known that a well prepared 3C-SiC~001! surface exhib-
its three major surface phases according to its stoichiome
That is, the carbon-terminated surface shows ac(232)
reconstruction,4–6 the Si-terminated surface a 231 @or c(4
32)# ~Refs. 5–9!, and the Si-rich surface a 332
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~16!/10540~11!/$15.00
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reconstruction.10–14 The 332 surface consists of an add
tional Si layer on top of the Si-termination layer.10–14 Al-
though there is a wide consensus on the stoichiometry
these surface phases, the corresponding surface structure
under debate with contradicting structure models.2,4–14

Besides the geometrical structures of the surface rec
structions, there are interesting current issues on other
face properties of the 3C-SiC~001! surfaces. For example
the possibility of a uniquesp2 carbon dimer configuration
was discussed for the carbon-terminatedc(232) phase.4

The Si-terminated surface exhibits ac(432)-231 surface
phase transition, which was suggested to be a metal-insu
transition.9 In the case of the Si-rich surface, the issue
self-limiting Si layer growth11,12 is still under debate and
very interesting low dimensional structures of the ze
dimensional fluctuation~or a cellular disorder! ~Ref. 15! and
the highly stable one-dimensional chains13 were observed.

In spite of such interesting ongoing discussions on
structural properties of the 3C-SiC~001! surfaces, only very
few reports are available on the surface electronic struct
especially when it comes to experimental work. Most of t
previous valence band photoemission studies of the
SiC~001! surfaces have been done in the angle-integra
mode using soft x-ray synchrotron radiation.16–20 Among
them, only two groups have explicitly discussed surface f
tures near the valence-band maximum~VBM ! for the Si-
10 540 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 10 541ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE Si-RICH 3C- . . .
terminated 231 ~Ref. 18! and the Si-rich 332 phases.19 A
similar surface feature was also observed recently for
Si-terminatedc(432) surface.9 No clear surface states hav
been identified for the carbon-terminatedc(232) surface by
valence-band photoemission. Very recently an experime
study of a double-domain 231 surface was reported, whic
identified two surface state bands within the bulk band ga21

By comparing with their own theoretical calculation the a
thors discussed the origin of the surface states as duep
andp* states localized on the anomalousweakly dimerized
Si surface atoms. However, detailed characterizations of
surface states, if existing, for the 332, c(432), andc(2
32) surfaces are still lacking and more detailed experim
tal studies were requested even for the 231 surface.21 This
situation prevents a proper understanding of the surface b
configurations and the mechanisms of the surface recons
tions for these important surfaces.

In the present paper, we report on an extensive an
resolved photoemission study of a well-characterized sin
domain 3C-SiC(001)332 surface using linearly polarize
synchrotron radiation. For this surface we recently clarifi
the geometrical structure of its 332 reconstruction through
high-resolution core-level photoelectron spectroscopy@see
Fig. 1~a! and Ref. 14#. Four different surface state bands a
clearly identified within the bulk band gap in the prese
study. The dispersions and symmetry properties of these
face state bands are determined in detail throughout th
32 surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!. The characteristics an
origins of these surface states are discussed in terms o
332 surface reconstruction and the surface electronic st
ture information available in the literature.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~ARPES!
measurements were performed on the new high-resolu
spherical grating beam line~BL-33! at the Max-I synchro-
tron radiation facility in Lund, Sweden.22 The beam line
is equipped with an angle-resolved photoelectr
spectrometer,23 whose base pressure is;7.0310211 mbar.
The photoelectron energy analyzer is a 75-mm-radius he

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic illustration of the 3C-SiC(001)332 sur-
face structure with 2/3 ML of Si ad-dimers~the so-called Dayan-
Hara model! ~Refs. 10, 11, and 14!. The surface unit cell is depicte
by dashed lines and the surface Si atoms with different local re
tries are indicated with different symbols.~b! The corresponding
332 surface Brillouin zones drawn in a periodic zone scheme.
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spherical analyzer~ARUPS-10, VG Microtech! with a so-
phisticated electron lens whose acceptance angle can be
ied electronically. The angular acceptance was set to
largest value~62°! in order to maximize the count rate. Th
total energy resolution was set to;150 meV at the photon
energies (hn) used in this experiment~14–40 and 130 eV!.
Angle-integrated valence-band photoemission spectra w
also taken at a photon energy of 130 eV,14 for reference
purpose, on the plane grating beam line~BL-22! of Max-I,
which is equipped with a large hemispherical electron a
lyzer.

A well-ordered single-domain 3C-SiC(001)332 surface
was prepared by annealing a CVD grown 3C-SiC~001! thin
film at ;1180 °C in ultrahigh vacuum as describe
before.11,14 The sample was heated very stably by direct
sistive heating. A very sharp single-domain 332 low-
energy-electron diffraction~LEED! pattern was observed
with almost no noticeable minor domain (233) LEED
spots. The streaks that are typically observed along the33
direction2 were very weak at all primary electron energie
This high-quality LEED pattern together with the absence
any trace of oxygen in the photoelectron spectra indicat
high quality of the 332 surface phase prepared in this wa
During the measurements repeated annealings at;900 °C
were done to get rid of possible residual gas contaminat
These annealings did not affect the surface order or the
ichiometry.

In order to further confirm the surface state assignme
the 332 surface was exposed to atomic hydrogen at ro
temperature by facing the sample toward a hot tungsten
ment in a hydrogen atmosphere. In this way, a very cl
single-domain 331 LEED pattern was obtained as report
before.2,11 A detailed characterization of the hydroge
induced 331 phase by photoemission and LEED will b
described elsewhere.24

ARPES spectra were measured along various axes o
332 SBZ @see Fig. 1~b!#, like Ḡ002 J̄00 ~along the@110#
azimuth!, Ḡ002J800 ~along @1̄10#!, and Ḡ002 J̄11 ~along
@010#!. The @110# azimuth corresponds to the33 direction
and is perpendicular to the Si ad-dimers as shown in F
1~a!. The steps in the polar emission angle (ue) were chosen
to be 3° for each series of spectra for a given azimuth. T
Fermi level position was determined from a well cleaned
surface in good electric contact with the sample.

Two different measurement geometries~called A1 and
A6! were used to determine the symmetries of the surfa
state wave functions with respect to the two mirror plan
which contain the@110# and @1̄10# axes.25 In the A1 geom-
etry photoelectrons are collected in the plane defined by
surface normal and the direction of the incident light. Sin
theA vector of the incoming, linearly polarized, synchrotro
radiation lies in the plane of emission, in theA1 geometry,
only electronic states with even initial-state symmetry w
respect to the mirror plane are observed. On the other h
for theA6 geometry the emission plane is kept perpendicu
to the plane mentioned above. In this case theA vector has
both parallel and perpendicular components to the emis
plane. Therefore, both even- and odd-symmetry states
excited in this geometry. Through comparison of the spec
for a mirror plane obtained with these two different geo

s-
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etries, the symmetry of a surface state~even or odd! can be
determined. The ARPES spectra shown below are take
the A1 geometry if not specified differently.

III. ARPES RESULTS

A. Normal emission spectra and the valence-band maximum

A series of valence-band photoemission spectra for
332 surface taken at normal emission (ue50°) with differ-
ent photon energies are shown in Fig. 2. Five different d
persing spectral features, denotedb12b5 , and three nondis-
persing ones, denotedS12S3 , can be identified in the
spectra. The structuresb12b5 are identified as due to bul
transitions since they show dispersions with photon ene
i.e., their initial energy changes as a function ofkn ~the wave
vector component normal to the surface!. Contrary to these
bulk structures surface-related features should have no
persion in normal emission, sincekn is not a good quantum
number for the two-dimensional electronic states localiz
on the surface layers. Thus the structuresS12S3 are surface-
state candidates since they have a constant binding en
irrespective of the photon energy. The four dispersing ba
b22b5 and one nondispersing bandS1 with the lowest bind-
ing energy do not overlap one another, which makes th
easy to identify. The structureb1 interferes withS2 andS3 at
hn,26 eV, which makes the identifications more difficu
This problem is addressed below.

FIG. 2. ARPES spectra for the single-domain 3C-SiC(001
32 surface taken at normal emission for different photon energ
Thin solid lines connect features of similar origins. The position
bulk valence-band maximum~VBM ! as determined from the spec
tra is indicated~see text!. The binding energies are indicated wi
respect both to the Fermi level and to the VBM.
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Based on their constant binding energies as a function
photon energy and their sensitivity to hydrogen adsorpti
as discussed in detail below, we interpret structu
S12S3 as surface-related features. The spectrum taken
hn5130 eV in Fig. 2 can be compared to the previous ang
integrated study of Bermudez and Long performed at
same photon energy.19 From the binding energy,S1 can be
easily identified to correspond to the topmost valence stat
this previous study~denotedV1 in Ref. 19 following Shek
et al.18!, which was suggested as a surface state of th
32 surface. In this comparison, it is also worthwhile to no
that no trace of oxygen 2p levels, at binding energies of 7–
eV,18,20 can be found in the present spectra for any of
photon energies.

By identifying S1 and S2 as surface-related features, th
dispersing bandb1 is definitely the bulk feature with the
lowest binding energy. Naturally this structure is interpret
as due to a direct transition from the uppermost vale
band. Qualitatively, the dispersion ofb1 as a function ofkn
is what one can expect from the theoretical calculation of
bulk 3C-SiC band structure.26 Then by measuring the lowes
binding energy ofb1 , we can accurately determine the pos
tion of the VBM atG to be 2.1 eV below the surface Ferm
level position as indicated in Fig. 2. Bermudez and Lon19

have estimated the VBM of the carbon-terminat
3C-SiC(001)c(232) surface to be located at;2.0 eV be-
low the Fermi level and they implied a similar value for th
332 and 231 phases. A very recent ARPES study of t
231 surface gave an estimated value of 1.7 eV below
Fermi level for the VBM position.21 It should be noted tha
the extrapolation as used in these previous studies is n
quantitatively accurate way of determining the VBM pos
tion. Nevertheless, the VBM position determined in t
present study qualitatively agrees with the previous estim
although the VBM position can depend on the sample pre
ration and doping levels. In fact, the surface Fermi le
position was found to vary from the 332 to the carbon-
terminatedc(232) surface27 as well as to the 331 phase
formed by hydrogen adsorption by roughly 0.2 eV~see be-
low and Ref. 24!. This indicates that there is a surface ba
bending at least larger than 0.2 eV for the 332 surface and
that the bulk Fermi level of this SiC film is located at 1.9 e
above the VBM or lower. The band gap of SiC is known
be 2.4 eV, which implies that the bulk Fermi level is locat
close to the conduction-band minimum. This is what one c
expect from then-type doping: the CVD grown SiC films a
used in the present study are unintentionally doped by ni
gen impurities.28

The position of the VBM in turn confirms the surfac
nature of the topmost valence-band featureS1 , since this
state is well inside the fundamental bulk band gap. The s
ond surface featureS2 is located just below the VBM and i
interferes withb1 for most photon energies in Fig. 2. TheS3
state at a binding energy of 2.9 eV as well asS2 will be
discussed as a surface state in detail below.

B. Detailed ARPES measurements and surface state bands

Figures 3 and 4 show the detailed ARPES spectra take
21.2 and 17.0 eV, respectively, for the 3C-SiC(001)332
surface along the@110# azimuth, which corresponds to th
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PRB 58 10 543ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE Si-RICH 3C- . . .
33 direction @see Fig. 1~a!#. In Fig. 3, the most dominan
feature is the dispersing bandb1 mentioned above for the
normal emission spectra. This band disperses steepl
higher binding energies for the emission angles larger t
10° with a decreasing intensity until it fades away atue
;24°. At lower binding energies, the surface stateS1 men-
tioned above is observed at most emission angles.S1 shows
almost no noticeable dispersion as function of emiss
angle.

Besides these two prominent bands, there is another c
acteristic band, denotedbu1 in Fig. 3, atue.12° with bind-
ing energies of 2–4 eV. Although the intensity ofbu1 is
much weaker thanb1 , the dispersion and intensity variatio
of bu1 resemble those ofb1 very much. If we plot the dis-
persion curves of these bands with respect to the par
component of the electron wave vectorskp as in Fig. 5~see
the closed circles!, it can be easily seen thatbu1 disperses in
exactly the same way asb1 except for an overall shift inkp .
As evident in the figure, this shift inkp corresponds well
with the size of an irreducible 332 SBZ (Ḡ002Ḡ10). This
unambiguously indicates that bu1 is due to a surface Um

FIG. 3. ARPES spectra from the single-domain 3C-SiC(001
32 surface taken with linearly polarized synchrotron radiat
(hn521.2 eV) along@110# (Ḡ002 J̄002Ḡ102 J̄102Ḡ20). The step in
emission angles~ue’s! is 3°. The photon incidence angle with re
spect to the surface normal is 45°. Each spectrum is normalize
the intensity above the Fermi level, which is proportional to t
incident photon flux. The binding energies are indicated with
spect both to the Fermi level and to the VBM. The peak position
surface states and the bulk features are indicated with thick and
tick marks, respectively. The thick gray lines trace the dispersi
of the bulk bandb1 and its surface Umklapp counterpart bu1 ~see
text!.
to
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klapp process of theb1 band. The fact that the intensit
variation of bu1 mimics that ofb1 except for an overall re-
duction supports the interpretation that bu1 andb1 originate
from the same initial state. Although it has been very rare
identify a Umklapp state for clean or adsorbed Si surface29

it has been well known that a few compound semiconduc
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-
f
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except for the photon energy (hn
517.0 eV).

FIG. 5. Experimental dispersions for the single-doma
3C-SiC(001)332 surface along the@110# azimuth derived from the
spectra shown in Figs. 3~solid symbols! and 4~open symbols!. The
small and the large symbols correspond to relatively distinctive
weak spectral features, respectively. The hatched area is the
valence band projected onto the 131 surface Brillouin zone. The
dispersions determined for the surface states and major bulk-re
bands are depicted by gray lines.
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10 544 PRB 58H. W. YEOM et al.
surfaces show distinctive surface Umklapp transitions of
topmost bulk bands in ARPES spectra.30

A rather weak but discernible state can also be identi
at a binding energy of;2.4 eV forue.36°. Since this band
is above the uppermost bulk bandb1 or its Umklapp branch
bu1 , this state must be a surface state. From its binding
ergy and flat dispersion inkp as shown clearly below, this
state is identified as theS2 state observed in normal emissio
for photon energies higher than 30 eV~see Fig. 2!. There are
also several other features with binding energies higher t
;3 eV, which will not be discussed here.

In similar ARPES scans obtained withhn517.0 eV~see
Fig. 4!, theb1 band also dominates around normal emissi
The dispersion ofb1 is different from that observed athn
521.2 eV, showing smaller downward dispersion up to
binding energy of;3 eV. At this photon energy,S1 is rather
intense, which makes its minimal dispersion inkp very ob-
vious. At high emission angles,S2 appears at the same e
ergy as in the spectra forhn521.2 eV but with much higher
intensity. In addition to the states mentioned above, ano
weakly dispersing band is observed at;3.0 eV for most
emission angles. From the binding energy we identify t
state withS3 mentioned in Fig. 2.

The detailed dispersion curves of the valence-band
tures along the@110# azimuth, measured with two differen
photon energies, are shown in Fig. 5. It is very clear that
dispersions of theS1 andS2 states are the same for the tw
photon energies, which should be the case for a surface s
The surface nature ofS1 and S2 is also verified by their
energy positions, which are well within the bulk band ga
S2 has a binding energy similar tob1 , but it cannot be as-
signed to yet another surface Umklapp ofb1 for the follow-

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4 except that the azimuth is the@1̄10#

direction (Ḡ002J8002Ḡ01).
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ing reasons.~1! At hn517.0 eV, S2 appears with a strong
intensity only aroundḠ20 but is not observed aroundḠ10 and
~2! the intensity variation ofS2 from J̄ to Ḡ is definitely
different from that ofb1 . The third flat bandS3 observed for
hn517.0 eV is partly located within the bulk band gap sug
gesting that it is a surface state. The photon energy indepe
dence of the dispersion ofS3 is not certain along this azi-
muth, but it will be verified along the@1̄10# azimuth below.

Figure 6 shows the ARPES data obtained withhn
517.0 eV in the mirror plane of the 332 surface containing
the @1̄10# azimuth. The corresponding dispersion curves ar
shown in Fig. 7 together with the data taken athn
521.2 eV. For the ARPES scan athn521.2 eV, the disper-
sion data taken with both theA1 and A6 geometries are
included in the figure. Closed circles and closed squares a
used for theA1 andA6 geometries, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 6, the topmost bulk bandb1 has a similar dispersion
to that along the@110# azimuth. However, no distinctive sur-
face Umklapp band is observed in contrast to the@110# azi-
muth. Although it is not so easy to distinguish theS3 band
from b1 in this figure, we can assign the surface-state ban
S3 from the corresponding ARPES spectra taken at 21.2 e
not shown here. As shown in Fig. 7, theS3 band lies within
the band gap nearḠ01. The photon energy independence o
S3 within the band gap nearḠ01 corroborates its surface na-
ture. Along the@1̄10# azimuth,S1 shows a small but notice-
able dispersion: it disperses to higher binding energy fromḠ
towardsJ̄. As apparent in Fig. 7, this dispersion definitely
follows the periodicity of the SBZ ruling out the possibility
of a defect origin for this surface state. While similar disper

FIG. 7. Dispersions along the@1̄10# azimuth derived from the
spectra shown in Fig. 6~open circles! and from the spectra obtained
at hn521.2 eV using both theA1 ~closed circles! andA6 ~closed
squares! geometries~the spectra not shown here!.
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sions are noticed for the second surface stateS2 , no disper-
sion of S3 could be detected. Along@1̄10#, we observe an-
other bandS4 with a small dispersion at a binding energy
3.8 eV. Although the dispersion ofS4 seems to follow the
SBZ symmetry, its surface nature is not clear at this po
The surface state nature ofS4 will, however, be made unam
biguous below.

Although we do not probe a mirror plane, the ARPE
spectra along the diagonal axis@010# can be very helpful to
identify a surface state since the projected bulk band
extends down to a binding energy of 4 eV~;2 eV below the
VBM !. The ARPES data taken along@010# azimuth, espe-
cially aroundJ11, where the bulk band gap is widest, a
shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding dispersion curves
depicted in Fig. 9. In this figure, we observe all four ban
S12S4 , which are located clearly within the bulk band ga
at the same binding energies as along the@110# and @1̄10#
azimuths. This unambiguously confirms the surface natur
these four flat bands.

C. Change in the surface state emission by Si sublimation
and hydrogen adsorption

Up to now, we have shown that there are four surfa
state bands denotedS12S4 within the bulk band gap. One
can further confirm the surface nature of these bands
checking their sensitivity to any modification of the surfa
structure/stoichiometry. Changes of the surface stoichio
etry can be induced by sublimation of Si at;1180 °C: an-
nealing at this temperature leads to Si sublimation from
332 surface and subsequently the surface evolves to
Si-terminated 231 phase and finally to the C-terminate
c(232) phase.2 Figure 10~a! shows the correspondin
angle-integrated valence-band spectra taken at 130-eV
ton energy for the three different surface phases obtaine
such annealings. The surface quality of each phase has
checked by a previous high-resolution core-level photoem

FIG. 8. ARPES spectra obtained athv521.2 eV along the@010#
azimuth (Ḡ002 J̄11).
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sion study.14,31As is evident in Fig. 10~a!, theS1 , S2 , andS3

surface states have vanished for the 231 and c(232)
phases. This fact clearly demonstrates thatS1 , S2 , and S3

are surface states intrinsic to the 332 phase. It can be note
that the spectra for the 231 andc(232) phases are quali
tatively consistent to those previously reported by Bermu
and Long.19 While the previous conclusion for the topmo
stateS1 ~denotedV1 in the previous study! was in agreemen
with the present result, theS2 andS3 surface states have no
been identified before.19 Shek et al. have measured angle
integrated spectra of the 231 surface at a photon energy o
65 eV and assigned two features at binding energies of;1.6
and;2.6 eV, denotedV1 andV2 , to surface states.18 These
two features showed a clear sensitivity to oxygen adsorpt
This previous spectrum is very similar in shape and bind
energies of the peaks to our spectrum taken at a photon
ergy of 40 eV in Fig. 2. From this similarity, one may rela
the surface statesS1 andS2 of the 332 surface toV1 andV2
of the 231 surface as was already implied by Bermudez.2,19

This point will be discussed further below.
An way to alter the surface structure of the 332 surface

is provided by the atomic hydrogen exposure. As repor
previously,2,11 a very clear single-domain 331 LEED pat-
tern was obtained by atomic hydrogen exposure to th
32 surface at room temperature.24 Although the detailed
structure of the 331-H phase is to be investigated,24 it is
believed that hydrogen atoms are bonded to the Si sur
atoms in such a way that the Si ad-dimers of the 332 phase
are broken.2 Extensive ARPES measurements were p
formed for the 331-H phase24 and Fig. 10~b! compares
typical ARPES spectra for the 332 ~dots! and 331-H
~solid lines! phases.

FIG. 9. Dispersions along the@010# azimuth derived from the
spectra shown in Fig. 8.
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10 546 PRB 58H. W. YEOM et al.
At first, by measuring the binding energy shift of the bu
related features@for example,b1 , B, andB8 in Fig. 10~b!#,
the 331-H phase is found to have a 0.27 eV smaller ba
bending than the 332 phase.24 This band-bending shift wa
corrected for when plotting the spectra shown in Fig. 10~b!.
The comparison of the spectra for the 331-H and 332
phases unambiguously shows that all surface state b
S1–S4 are quenched by the formation of the 331-H phase.
This provides another very clear evidence that the four ba
S1–S4 are intrinsic surface state bands of the 332 phase.
Along with the change of the surface states, one can no
that the topmost bulk bandb1 shows an intensity decreas
upon hydrogen exposure~see the normal emission spect
taken along@110#!. Two possible reasons can be mentione
~1! the predominant peak assigned asb1 can have some con
tribution from theS2 surface state having the same bindi
energy atḠ or ~2! hydrogen adsorption may induce surfa
disorder to some extent, which can lead to diffuse scatter
of photoelectrons. Although the increase of surface disor
for the 331-H phase was not evident in its LEED patter
we think that the latter possibility cannot be ruled out co
pletely at this point.

FIG. 10. ~a! Comparison between the angle-integrated valen
band photoelectron spectra taken athn5130 eV for the
3C-SiC(001)332, 231, andc(232) surfaces obtained by annea
ing at ;1180 °C.~b! Comparison between the ARPES spectra
the 3C-SiC(001)332 ~dots! and 331-H ~solid lines! surfaces at
five different emission angles (ue) along the three major azimuth
~@110#, @1̄10#, and @010#!. The major bulk and surface-state pea
are indicated. The binding energies are indicated with respect
to the Fermi level and to the VBM.
d

ds

ds

ce

:
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,
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D. Symmetry properties of the surface states

After having unambiguously identified the four surfa
state bands within the bulk band gap, we further investiga
the symmetry properties of these surface states in the
mirror planes containing the@110# and @1̄10# azimuths. The
surface state can have either even or odd symmetry w
respect to the mirror planes, which can be determined
comparing ARPES data taken at two different geometr
A6 and A1 , as explained above. Figure 11 shows a co
parison of the ARPES spectra obtained for theA6 ~dots! and
A1 ~lines! geometries along the@1̄10# azimuth. While theS1
and S4 states appear with much smaller intensities in
A6 geometry, theS2 and S3 states show a clear enhanc
ment. This indicates thatS1 (S4) andS2 (S3) have different
mirror symmetries, even and odd, respectively. The enhan
ment ofS2 in the A6 geometry is very drastic and makes
clear thatS2 overlaps withb1 around normal emission a
mentioned above for hydrogen adsorption. Simi
polarization-dependent ARPES measurements were
done along the@110# azimuth and showed thatS1 (S2) and
S3 have even and odd symmetries, respectively. The sym
try of S4 was not certain since this state was not clea
observed along@110#. From this result, it is clear that th
four surface states arenot symmetrically degenerate.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Overall characteristics of surface state dispersions
and their implication

From the extensive ARPES measurements of a well
dered 332 phase, we identify four surface state ban

-

r

th

FIG. 11. Polarization-dependent ARPES spectra for a sin
domain 3C-SiC(001)332 surface taken athn521.2 eV along the
@1̄10# axis. Two different measurement geometries, even-symm
sensitiveA1 ~solid lines! and odd- and even-symmetry sensitiveA6

~dots! geometries were used to obtain the spectra. The corresp
ing emission angles (ue) are indicated. The photon incidence ang
with respect to the surface normal, is 45° and 15° forA1 andA6

geometries, respectively. All spectra are normalized to the ba
ground intensity aboveEF . The binding energies are indicated wit
respect both to the Fermi level and to the VBM.
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S1–S4 within the bulk band gap at 1.460.1, 2.360.1, 2.9
60.1, and 3.860.1 eV below the Fermi level, respectivel
The most characteristic feature of these surface state ban
the fact that they all have very small dispersions through
the 332 SBZ. The magnitude of the dispersions is;0.2 eV
at most and the only discernible dispersions are observed
S1 , S2 , andS4 along the@1̄10# azimuth. This is reasonable i
the sense that the@1̄10# azimuth corresponds to the32 di-
rection, in which the repeat distance of the surface struc
is shortest.

The surface states with very small dispersions that
present here are in sharp contrast to the surface states
dimers on the Si(001)231 @or c(432)# surface, which have
dispersions larger than;0.8 eV: ;0.8 eV for the dangling-
bond surface state and much larger dispersions for the b
and dimer-bond surface states.32 Similar values of the disper
sions were also observed for the surface states of Ge dim
on the clean Ge(001)231 ~Ref. 33! and on the Si(001)2
31 surface.34 In the cases of well-known compound sem
conductor surfaces such as InAs(001)234 ~Ref. 35! and
GaAs(001)234,36 the surface states within the band g
have noticeable dispersions larger than 0.4 eV. Since a
the surfaces mentioned above including 3C-SiC(001)332
are based on dimer reconstructions, the small dispersio
the SiC(001)332 surface is exceptional. This directly ind
cates that the orbitals for the surface statesS1–S4 are well
localized. Similar nondispersing surface states were rece
observed for the InP(001)234 surface.37 This result was
then interpreted as evidence of well isolated surface
cells due to the unique surface structure probably not ba
on dimers. However, since the surface structure is base
Si dimers in the case of the 3C-SiC(001)332 surface, the
nondispersing surface states suggest a unique bond con
ration of the surface Si dimers.

Very recently we observed a unique fluctuation term
‘‘cellular disorder’’ among the unit cells of the SiC(001)
32 surface in scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! images
indicating an extremely small correlation between the s
face unit cells.15 This observation is consistent with the no
dispersing properties of surface-state bands suggestin
minimal overlap of surface electron orbitals between
neighboring unit cells.

Another recent STM study reported that the dimer rows
the 332 surface form very long, highly stable, on
dimensional lines.13 However, the present result of the di
persionless surface-state bands without significant anisot
indicates no strong interaction even along the dimer row
rection. This suggests that the stability of the long on
dimensional dimer rows is not explicitly related to the su
face electronic structure. Thus the formation mechanism
the origin of stability of the one-dimensional structures d
serve further investigation.

B. Origin of the surface states and the surface reconstruction

Now we turn to the discussion of origins of the surfa
statesS1–S4 . Unfortunately there is no theoretical calcul
tion on the surface band structures of the 332 phase re-
ported to date. This prevents detailed assignments of
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surface-state origins. However, the characteristics of
surface-state bands give some important clues about
origins.

Up to now, mainly two different structure models hav
been discussed for the 332 surface: a ‘‘233’’ model with
1/3 ML of Si ad-dimers on the Si termination layer~the
so-called Yan-Semond model! ~Refs. 2 and 12! and a ‘‘3
32’’ model with 2

3 ML of Si ad-dimers @the so-called
Dayan-Hara model, see Fig. 1~a!#.2,10,11We recently demon-
strated that only the Dayan-Hara model is compatible w
our high-resolution core-level photoemission results.14 Fur-
thermore the Yan-Semond model cannot explain the app
ance of the 331 phase by hydrogen adsorption and the o
entation of the single-domain ‘‘332’’ LEED pattern,2,14

which is also confirmed in the present study. In terms
surface electrons, the Dayan-Hara model has four dang
bonds on the Si ad-dimers@solid circles in Fig. 1~a!# and
another four dangling bonds on the second layer Si ato
@grey circles in Fig. 1~a!# in a unit cell. We can also coun
four electrons for the two dimer bonds of the Si ad-dime
and sixteen electrons for the eight back bonds of the Si
dimers to the second layer as surface electrons. Basically
electron counting gives an even number of surface electr
in agreement with the semiconducting surface observed:
332 surface has a band gap larger than;1.2 eV as shown
in Figs. 5, 7, and 9.

To a first approximation, one can expect that the m
prominent surface electronic states should be due to the e
dangling-bond electrons, which should result in four fu
occupied bands. This notion seems to qualitatively ag
with the four surface state bandsS1–S4 found within the
bulk band gap: two surface states due to the dangling bo
on the Si ad dimers and the other two due to the dang
bonds on the second layer Si atoms. The dangling-bond
face states are generally expected to have less dispe
than the dimer or back bond surface states, which is con
tent with the present results. In addition, the dangling bo
are naturally expected to be the most active sites for ads
tion. Thus the clear sensitivity ofS1–S4 to hydrogen adsorp-
tion supports a dangling-bond origin. However, in the sa
context, one may assign one or two of the four surface st
to dimer-bond surface states, since hydrogen adsorptio
expected to also break the dimer bonds. This assignmen
however, not so likely since the dimer-bond state is expec
to have much larger dispersion than a dangling-bond sur
state. It is also worthwhile to note that the dimer-bond s
face states have never been clearly observed for Si or
dimers on Si~001! ~Refs. 32 and 34! and Ge~001! ~Ref. 33!
surfaces, respectively. The four dangling bonds on the two
ad-dimers are expected to form two degeneratedp bonding
states of symmetric dimers, which can split into two leve
through an interaction between them. On the other hand,
four dangling bonds on the second layer can induce so
bonding between the neighboring second layer Si atoms
bonded to ad-dimers, which leads to a dimerlike reconstr
tion along@110#. It is not clear whether this reconstruction o
the second layer results inp or s states from the dangling
bonds.

The above discussion is, however, based on the assu
tion that the Si atoms in the additional layer form ‘‘conve
tional dimers,’’ which have the dimer bonds~a s state! oc-
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cupied. However recentab initio calculations of the Si-
terminated 3C-SiC(001)231 surface showed a ver
different bond configuration for the Si dimers. That is, t
tendency to form a dimer is very weak and the bonding~p!
and antibonding (p* ) states of dangling-bond orbitals a
fully occupied instead of the dimer bonds~s!.5,6,38At present
there seems to be no consensus on this weakly bonded d
configuration since the available experimental study gav
much shorter dimer length than theoretically expected.39 It is
also not clear whether the Si ad-dimers above the Si te
nation layer have a similar weak tendency of dimerization
not.40

If we adopt the idea of ‘‘weak dimerization’’ for Si ad
dimers of the 332 surface, we expect four fully occupie
dangling bond surface states already from Si ad-dimers:
p and twop* states. Thus one may assign the four surfa
states observed to thesep andp* states localized on the S
ad-dimers. In this case the topmost surface state should
a p* symmetry.6,21 This is definitely inconsistent with the
present finding of even symmetries of the topmost surf
stateS1 for both of the two mirror planes. Further, this mod
does not provide any reason why the surface state bands
to the dangling bonds on the second Si layers are not
served. It is still possible to assign some of the four surf
states to thep and p* states of the Si ad-dimers and th
remaining to the dangling bonds of the second layer Si
oms. Then, two missing dangling-bond states may be
sumed to be degenerate with other surface states or the
not observed due to overlaps with bulk bands. The form
possibility, however, seems not so plausible sinceS1–S4
have definite symmetry properties. The latter possibility
not likely either since we have found no evidence for oth
surface states and/or resonances at binding energies less
9 eV where the Si dangling-bond states are expected. T
we conclude that the occupation ofp* states of the Si ad
dimers is inconsistent with the present results and the
dimers seem to have a relatively strong tendency to fo
dimers. The dimer formation was very recently treated i
total energy calculation, which suggests a strong dimer
tion for the Si ad-dimers on the 332 surface.41

Very recently Käckell et al. have identified two surface
state bands on a double-domain Si-terminated 231 surface
prepared in a Si flux. The binding energies of the two surf
states are 1.0 and 3.2 eV as determined by ARPES mea
ments along the@010# azimuth.21 These two surface state
are similar toS1 andS3 in binding energies and peak shape
Through comparison to theoretically calculated surface b
dispersions, they assigned these two bands top and p*
states of anomalous weakly bonded Si dimers. However,
binding energies and dispersions of these two bands are
in quantitative agreement with their own theoretic
calculation.21 The similarity betweenS1 and the topmost sur
face state reported by Ka¨ckell et al. makes it very tempting
to assign the same origin for these two states. This con
tion was already discussed in the previous angle-integr
study.2,19 However we have shown thatS1 has nop* char-
acter in contradiction to the conclusion on the topmost s
face state by Ka¨ckell et al.Thus we think that a further stud
of the orbital characters and symmetry properties of the
face state bands of the 231 surface is needed to make thep
(p* ) assignment of Ka¨ckell et al. decisive and to suppor
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their conclusion on the ‘‘weak dimerization.’’ It should als
be noted that the topmost surface state of the 231 surface
can be due to the reminiscence ofS1 of the Si ad-dimers,
which is not intrinsic to the 231 surface. This possibility
comes from the facts that the topmost surface state of th
31 surface appears at almost the same binding energy aS1
but with much less intensity@see Fig. 10~a! and Refs. 2 and
19# and that the 231 surface prepared in a Si flux can ha
excessive Si atoms in the form of ad-dimers.

At this time no detailed experimental surface band str
ture study is available for the cubic SiC~001! surfaces other
than the present one of the 332 phase and the very recen
report on the 231 surface discussed above.21 However, a
recent normal emission photoemission study has found a
face state on the Si-terminatedc(432) surface at a very
similar binding energy toS1 . It is of interest to study this
similarity further in order to clarify the origin of the topmos
surface state of thec(432) phase.9 The only available sur-
face band structure study of other SiC surfaces to date is
recent work of Johansson, Owman, and Ma˚rtensson42 on the
6H ~4H!-SiC(001))3) surface. This work identified one
surface state above the VBM at a similar binding energy
S1 . The origin of this surface state has not been discus
probably due to uncertainties in the structure and stoichio
etry of the)3) surface.3,43 An interesting point is that
this surface state also showed very small dispersion, less
0.2 eV, which is similar to the present result forS1 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic structure of a well-ordered single-dom
3C-SiC(001)332 surface has been extensively studied
polarization-dependent angle-resolved photoelectron s
troscopy using synchrotron radiation. The Fermi level po
tion at the surface was accurately determined to be locate
2.1 eV above the valence-band maximum by identifyi
emission from the topmost valence band (b1). A very dis-
tinctive surface Umklapp scattering ofb1 is also observed
along the@110# azimuth ~the 33 direction!. The 332 sur-
face was found to be semiconducting with a band gap lar
than;1.2 eV, which is consistent with the electron counti
in the proposed structure model.

Four different surface state bandsS1 , S2 , S3 , and S4
were identified clearly within the bulk band gap at bindin
energies of 1.460.1, 2.360.1, 2.960.1, and 3.860.1 eV,
respectively. The topmost surface stateS1 is consistent with
the surface stateV1 previously reported by angle-integrate
photoemission.2,19 The surface nature ofS1–S4 was further
confirmed by the photon energy independence of their
persions. In addition these states are all absent on the 331
phase formed by hydrogen adsorption and on the 231 and
c(232) phases formed by Si sublimation. The tw
dimensional band structures of these bands were determ
throughout the 332 surface Brillouin zone, indicating only
very small or no dispersions. These unusually small disp
sions suggest a strong electron localization within a unit c
which is consistent with the recent observation of a cellu
disorder for the 332 phase.15 However, the present finding
of nondispersing bands without significant anisotropy in
cates that there is no strong one-dimensional interaction
the 332 surface in contrast to the recent observation of
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formation of very long, highly stable, dimer rows.
Symmetry properties of these surface state bands h

been determined using the linear polarization of the incid
synchrotron radiation:S1(S3) is even~odd! for both mirror
planes andS2 is even and odd for the mirror planes conta
ing the@110# and@1̄10# azimuth, respectively. The symmetr
of S4 is clear only in the plane containing the@1̄10# azimuth,
where it has an even symmetry.

From their small dispersions, their energy positions with
the bulk band gap and the sensitivity to hydrogen adsorpt
we can make a plausible assignment of theS1–S4 states as
due to dangling bonds of the Si ad-dimers and of the
second layer within the 332 surface reconstruction with 2/
ML of Si ad-dimers. The symmetry properties of the surfa
n
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e

bands observed seem inconsistent with the occupation ofp*
states of Si ad-dimers, which rules out the idea of anom
lously weak dimerization in the additional Si layer. Furth
theoretical studies are highly desirable to clarify the origin
these surface states and the bonding configuration of the
face Si dimers on the SiC~001! surfaces.
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